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By Tom Watson

HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, Stick Dog, Tom Watson, Meet Stick Dog - a new
breed of hero! In his first adventure, Stick Dog and his friends
embark on an epic quest to steal a hamburger. With hilarious
illustrations and pitch-perfect humour, Stick Dog is a must-have
for fans of WIMPY KID and BIG NATE. Stick Dog and his friends,
Mutt, Stripes, Karen and Poo-Poo have caught the scent of
hamburgers and what hungry stray could resist that lovely
meaty waft? All they have to do is follow the smell, find the
barbecue and eat the hamburgers. But it's not as easy as it
sounds. The dogs need a 'Master Plan' and they're not short of
ideas. They're just short of ideas that aren't ridiculous, or
dangerous, or just very very silly. With hilarious artwork, and an
adorable four-legged hero, the story of Stick Dog's quest for a
delicious dinner is destined to be Top Dog. More STICK DOG
adventures coming soon.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to
planning to go through again once again in the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr . Gr a nt Sta nton PhD-- Mr . Gr a nt Sta nton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You
wont truly feel monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request
me).
-- Cla ir e B a r tell-- Cla ir e B a r tell
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